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As information professionals, librarians are ethically bound to strive to deliver objectively accurate
information, when information is requested. We are also bound to deliver opinion and editorializing
when that is specifically what is requested. Reference librarians are trained to critically evaluate
information sources, and recognize authority, expertise, and objectivity vs. point-of-view (bias) of those
sources. We try to make sure we deliver “just the facts, Ma’am”.
With extremely hot weather affecting much of the planet (“Surprising Scientists, 2017 Could Be Among
Hottest on Record”), it is a good time to turn to our most prestigious and credible scientific organizations
to get a bit of factual information on what is driving the climate change affecting our world—and what we
can do to slow and reverse it. Intelligent responses to this serious issue require an informed citizenry,
one that takes the trouble to learn the facts-- and recognizes bias posing as fact.
Here is a June 2016 Letter to Congress from the biological sciences community requesting serious study
of the problem of climate change: https://www.aaas.org/sites/default/files/06282016.pdf
NASA has gathered together statements from the major scientific agencies and organizations in America,
expressing consensus on the scientific causes of climate change:

https://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/
For more information or other reference and collection development assistance,
call the Reference & Information Desk at Adriance Memorial Library at (845) 485-3445 x 3702 or (800) 804-0092 x 3702.

Here is a general overview of climate change-- written for the educated layperson-- by a
team from the most venerated scientific societies in the U.S. and U.K.; The National
Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society.

http://dels.nas.edu/resources/static-assets/exec-office-other/climate-change-full.pdf
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